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Abstract
Class III malocclusion is one of the most common deformities that requires correction through
orthodontic-surgical treatment. These patients present different facial patterns depending on the
occlusal plane angulation. These patients may benefit from surgical manipulation of the occlusal
plane, because only bite correction does not always lead to the improvement of the facial deformity. The purpose of this paper is to show the surgical manipulation of the occlusal plane in Class
III patients based on five features: 1) facial type, 2) upper incisor display at rest, 3) dental exposure during smile, 4) soft tissue support, and 5) chin projection. The surgical manipulation of the
occlusal plane can improve the esthetic outcome in the treatment of class III deformities, and
careful evaluation of the five features described could be a helpful planning method.
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1. Introduction
One of the most common indications for surgical-orthodontic treatment is Class III deformity. However, these
patients present with different facial types, and the occlusal plane angle manipulation has been one of the most
useful pieces of data to achieve better outcomes [1].
The normal occlusal plane for adults is 8˚ on average and a deviation reflects in the facial pattern, regardless
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of the malocclusion type [2]-[5]. Commonly, Class III high occlusal plane facial type (HOP) patients show an
increased occlusal plane, long face and decreased projection of the chin relative to mandibular incisor (Figure 1),
while Class III low occlusal plane facial type (LOP) patients show opposite clinical findings (Figure 2) [2]-[7].
These patients may benefit from surgical manipulation of the occlusal plane, because only bite correction does
not always lead to the improvement of the facial deformity [1]-[3] [8].
Malocclusion classification for surgical and orthodontic treatment was enhanced with Ackerman and Proffit’s
suggestion of completing dental and skeletal evaluation in the 3 planes of space and involving soft and hard tissue relationships [9] [10].
A harmonious facial and dental appearance is the goal of orthodontists and surgeons when treating a patient.
The purpose of this paper is to show the surgical manipulation of the occlusal plane in Class III patients based
on five features: 1) facial type, 2) upper incisor display in repose, 3) dental exposure during smile, 4) labial, nasal and paranasal support, and 5) chin projection relative to mandibular incisors.

2. Occlusal Plane Manipulation According to the Five Features
The five features are observed with the patient in natural head position and the data are recorded. The facial type
is the main determinant in the type of rotation. Patients with LOP usually have better results with clockwise ro-
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Figure 1. 18-year-old patient that presented a HOP with class III malocclusion, underwent a counterclockwise rotation. (a)
Preoperative frontal view showing a long face appearance, without vertical maxillary excess; (b) Preoperative profile view
showing significant decrease of chin projection relative to the lower lip; (c) Preoperative smile view evidencing reduced gingival exposure at the posterior area of the maxilla, allowing the inferior reposition of this area; (d) Preoperative lateral cephalometric showing an increased occlusal plane and decreased projection of the chin relative to mandibular incisor; (e) Initial and predict tracing superimposition; (f)-(h) Five months follow-up showing good esthetic results after maxillomandibular
counterclockwise rotation associated with vertical reduction and advancement genioplasty.
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Figure 2. 31-year-old patient that presented a LOP facial type with a class III malocclusion, underwent to a clockwise rotation of the maxillomandibular complex. (a) Preoperative frontal view evidencing a square-jaw appearance and facial aging;
(b) Preoperative profile view showing the lack of paranasal support and excessively projection of the chin; (c) Preoperative
smile view showing greater gingival exposure at the posterior area of the maxilla; (d) Preoperative lateral cephalometric
showing a decreased occlusal plane and increased projection of the chin relative to mandibular incisor; (e) Initial and predict
tracing superimposed; (f)-(h) Sixteen months follow-up.

tation because the chin rotates posteriorly, the mandibular plane angle increases and the mandibular contour is
softened. On the other hand, HOP patients benefit of a counter-clockwise rotation because the chin rotates anteriorly, the mandibular plane angle decreases, the prominence of the mandibular angles increases and mandibular
contour is improved.
The anteroposterior tilt of the occlusal plane (pitch), determines tooth and gingival display at rest and during
smile. This is the main characteristic to evaluate the degree of maxillary vertical reposition needed. This evaluation is performed with profile, frontal, and 45˚ views and should include the clinical crown height of the teeth,
the level of the gingival margins and the smile arc to optimize both dental and facial appearance. Upper incisor
display should be measured in repose (if the display is negative, lateral cephalometric radiograph with open
mouth can be used) and smiling to guide anterior vertical repositioning; molars and premolars display should be
measured during smile to guide posterior vertical repositioning. The authors usually formulate the surgical plan
to obtain approximately 3 mm of display of the central incisors at rest, with the elevation of the lip stopping at
the gingival margins of the upper teeth during smile. However, some amount of gingival display is certainly acceptable and the final plan will be a balance between these clinical findings.
Lack of soft tissue support in the mid face is observed from two different aspects: labial and nasal/paranasal
support. Owing to the fact that lip support is improved with dental advancement and nasal/paranasal support
with bony advancement, each type of rotation will have more of an effect on one or the other. The amount of
occlusal plane manipulation and maxillary advancement should be enough to reach the ideal soft tissue support.
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Usually, the authors use cephalometric values as the maxillary depth and nasolabial angle to confirm the upper
jaw desired position. However, the surgical reposition is mainly based on the clinical examination.
Finally, the chin projection relative to the mandibular incisor projection helps to regulate the amount of the
occlusal plane manipulation: the greater the discrepancy, the greater the rotation needed. In cases where the
lower incisors are too anterior relative to the chin position, a counter-clockwise rotation of the occlusal plane
would be indicated. The opposite would be true in cases of too much chin projection. To obtain better cosmetic
outcomes it is commonly helpful to plan the occlusal plane rotation with a horizontal osteotomy of the symphysis to avoid chin setback and also to limit the genioplasty advancement to a few millimeters.
The surgical manipulation of the occlusal plane is planned on these findings. As a routine, the other elements
of facial analysis are used to refine the surgical planning and then a prediction tracing is completed and model
surgery performed according to the desired treatment planning. Since the beginning of 2013 we have treated 86
patients with that technique and so far, we have not had any class III malocclusion patient where it cannot be
applied.

3. Discussion
The surgical correction of Class III malocclusion by surgical manipulation of the occlusal plane is an interesting
technique. However, the surgeon should remember that the occlusal plane angulation can show a significant
variation within the population. Consequently, the so-called normal “occlusal plane angle” exists within a wide
range and there is no clear functional advantage in obtaining a specific “degree” of angulation [2] [3]. The
treatment plan in orthognathic surgery is required to be based on clinical features and not on numerical values.
Therefore, we use a balance between the 5 features presented to achieve good cosmetic outcomes.
As the planning is mainly based on clinical evaluation, one limitation is that there is no standardization with
this technique. The changes will be based on the surgeon’s own clinical perceptions and should be individualized for each patient.
Two jaw surgeries without occlusal plane manipulation for Class III patients are commonly insufficient to
achieve a good chin position [2] [3] [5] [7]. The clockwise and counterclockwise rotation of the maxillomandibular complex will move the chin to a better position in the low and high occlusal plane facial types, respectively [2] [3] [5] [6]. These approaches can reduce or avoid the need of genioplasty, making the final result more
natural. However, care should be taken to avoid over correction of the occlusal plane angulation to achieve good
chin position. This could result in undesirable effects on nasal and paranasal areas, as well as inadequate dental
and gingival display during repose, speech, and smile.
In addition to the esthetic benefit, maxillomandibular counter-clockwise rotation commonly increases the
pharyngeal airway dimension. However, a recent study suggests that this rotation could reduce the pharyngeal
airway space when mandibular setback is performed [11]. Since this rotation moves the mandibular incisors in a
backward direction and the chin in a forward direction, it usually reduces or avoids a true mandibular setback
and could preserve or enlarge the pharyngeal airway dimension.
Pitch manipulation was the primary focus of this paper. Its relationship to the smile arc and esthetics plays an
important role in the final treatment result [10]; however, most surgical patients present with various degrees of
roll and yaw alterations that should be taken into account for the treatment plan.
Another important concern is long term stability. Studies show that selective occlusal plane alteration in
clockwise and counter-clockwise direction during two jaw surgery on patients with healthy temporomandibular
joints and using rigid fixation appears to be stable [2] [3] [12] [13].

4. Conclusions
The surgical manipulation of the occlusal plane can improve the esthetic outcome in the treatment of class III
deformities, and careful evaluation of the five features described could be a helpful planning method.
Each of the features has its own balance that could be easily reachable; however, finding the perfect match for
all 5 of them together is a very complicated task.
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